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last year i had been wanting a mini-series to add to my collection, so i finally started to look at what
was available. i came across a mini-series titled the bible which was being released by hallmark and
had an original script written by joss whedon. i immediately saw this as a good opportunity, and
signed up to torrent it. about two days ago the download was completed and was added to my
collection! for those of you who know me, you know that ive been a big fan of the star trek universe.
even before the reboot happened i was all for continuing the story; i thought the new characters
would be just what the doctor ordered. before the news of the new star trek films came out i had
been planning on renting it, but the thought of doing that without having a dvd was a pretty scary
one. thats when i started to look into making a backup for my collection and found out that there
were quite a few dvd's available for free! it's been a long few days since i've downloaded my files
and watched this movie. i've been in a big production meeting all morning, so i'm trying to be as
productive as possible. it's great, watching a series like this. probably the best one i've ever seen,
but not without its flaws. i'm actually going to review it a bit in comparison to other star trek mini-
series in a few days. i found out about the bible yesterday from a friend. it was on this friend's
suggestion that i checked it out. ever since then i have been looking over the wikipedia page and
other sources online to learn a bit about the series. to make a (short) series about the bible a
success in a short amount of time is a very tough task. that is why it was so good that mark burnett
in the tv miniseries the bible released a new amazing version the entire story in 5 parts. in the 3rd
episode: the beguin (part 1). the story is told in the way of the movies. a young girl named beatrice
(played by sophie marnat) and her grandfather, oscar (played by guillaume demare) are on a train
traveling through a big forest. when a strange man named ambrose (played by milo ventimiglia) sits
in their compartment, the young girl tells him how they were robbed and nearly killed by two bizzare
men. meanwhile, a young boy named oliver (played by???????????????) is camping on the other side
of the river. when ambrose asks to sleep in his tent, oliver tells him to stay there. in the second
episode: tell no one (part 2).????????????? was standing under a big tree when a strange man came
and accused him for helping robbers. then,????????????? was accused for stealing. furthermore, he
also accused????????????? of stealing, with the intention of getting 500 gold coins from him. in the
3rd episode: the beguin (part 3).??????? is on a donkey looking for a place to hide. he stops at a red
cross because he cannt find anywhere to go. then, when??????????? passes by, she tells him to
follow her. the rest of the story is told in the 4th episode: the water (part 1).???????? were the only
two survivors from the gas can explosion and one day, when they were walking in the forest. they
eat an apple from a tree, but oliver is forbidden to do it. then, they find a well. when they try to lift
the lid of the well, a strange old man named ambrose appears and he tells them that he must die
because he has been condemned to death by the almighty god. then,??????????? was standing in the
shadows listening to what ambrose has to say. it was then that he walked to the well and tried to
bring back the water to live. the last parts of the story is told in the 5th episode: the water (part 2).
the 2 babies were on a boat on their way to america. however, their boat capsized into the sea and
one of them was saved. the baby named beauregard (played by logan huffman) is currently living in
a big metropolitan city as a circus actor. he has a beautiful voice and is singing his 10th or 11th
song. meanwhile, the other boy is still lost in the sea.
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